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Preface

Since his surprise election victory in 2016, US President Trump has been challenging and changing the political and economic rules. Pollsters, forecasters and investors not only largely failed to predict his win, but misread the consequences. He has pursued his populist agenda in ways that have been unconventional and often unpredictable. ‘Fake news’ and the echo chamber effects of social media have fuelled the polarisation of politics, making it all the harder to find objective and reliable analysis. Forecasters across the world are struggling to cope with this evolving political disruption.

In an effort to address this, we have decided to launch a concerted and ongoing effort to analyse the implications of the US political outlook in a structured way. To start, we have decided to focus on four alternative scenarios looking ahead to the outcome of the 2020 elections and beyond. Our goal is to focus less on the probability of these scenarios than their impact. To do so, we will aim to objectively identify the economic, social and political drivers of the scenarios to develop plausible narratives which we hope will help readers to form their own judgements about the likely outcomes.

To produce this report, which will be followed by a series, we have teamed up with Oxford Analytica, an independent geopolitical analysis and consulting firm that draws on a worldwide network of experts. Founded in 1975, it has developed an unrivalled reputation for impartial analysis in this field. ING’s team of economists and market strategists are working closely with the Oxford Analytica team both to craft the scenarios and to draw out the economic and market implications. This scene-setting report is the first fruit of this collaboration. Since the story will doubtless take unpredictable turns in the months to come, we will be tracking events closely, gathering feedback from our readers and clients, and producing regular updates. Your comments and suggestions would be welcome.

Mark Cliffe
Chief Economist ING Group
Executive Summary

Donald Trump’s election campaign in 2016 ripped up the rule book on how to win the Presidency and he has been challenging convention ever since. We are now just 18 months away from the next election, which has the potential to be even more contentious and unpredictable than the last. Already, over a dozen different candidates have announced their intention to run as a Presidential contender. This gives rise to a very broad range of potential political and economic outcomes, but within this report we identify the four key scenarios¹.

Scenario 1: United States of Trump
- President Trump is re-elected. He retrenches his views on international trade and multilateral institutions.
- Renewed push for infrastructure spending, reliant on significant state financing and expanded use of localised energy policies to support fossil fuels.
- Healthcare policy would remain largely unchanged, while regulation of technology firms would rely on congressional action.

Scenario 2: A Republican phoenix
- A non-Trump Republican wins, likely leading to another round of tax legislation, along with establishing protections for privacy.
- The leadership would re-engage with international institutions and take a less antagonistic stance towards external trade relationships.
- Fiscal conservatism would likely return to the forefront in national and congressional politics, making fiscally expansive budgets unlikely.

Scenario 3: A Democrat consensus builder
- A centrist Democrat wins. Increased federal spending on both infrastructure and healthcare, as well as increased efforts to establish a national single payer service.
- Climate change would emerge as a key political agenda, with government support for renewable energies increasing significantly.
- Technology companies would face increased regulatory oversight.

Scenario 4: A New New Deal
- A populist Democrat is elected. Significant fiscal expansion fuelled by increased corporate tax rates, which includes both support for environmental projects (funding a ‘Green New Deal’) as well as redistributive spending.
- Large technology companies subjected to anti-trust action.
- Trade protectionism as seen under President Trump to continue, albeit with strong support for international agreements on climate change.

We do not offer a definitive conclusion about the likelihood of these scenarios, but instead set out the ways in which they could arise and the potential impact of each one. Moreover, we note that the outcome of Congressional elections will significantly influence the respective types of Presidency, either by making the passing of legislation smoother or more challenging. We address these in detail within the report.

¹ While we acknowledge third party candidates can influence the contest between the nominees from the two main parties, the scenario of an independent candidate winning the election is of low probability due to the structure of politics in the United States.
“The economy, stupid”? 

The campaign mantra, it’s “the economy, stupid”, first coined by Bill Clinton’s strategist, James Carville, has ruled electoral politics for more than a quarter century, and it remains a key driver in this election, too.

Other issues will of course come into play, such as healthcare and identity politics, but if the US economy remains strong between now and November 2020, the Democrats will have a tough challenge to unseat the President. Should the economy falter and markets take a more negative tone, the door is opened much wider to this outcome.

In the grey panels of figure 1 we outline the pre-election economic and market environment that most likely generates each Presidential scenario. Below that, we summarise the potential implications for the economy and markets for 2020-2022.

Fig 1  Economic and market conditions pre- and post-election

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-2020 election environment</th>
<th>Trump</th>
<th>Non-Trump Republican</th>
<th>Centrist Democrat</th>
<th>Populist Democrat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strong Growth</td>
<td>Moderate Growth</td>
<td>Softer Growth</td>
<td>Weaker Growth</td>
<td>Significantly softer Dollar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong Equities</td>
<td>Moderate Growth</td>
<td>Softer Equities</td>
<td>Weaker Equities</td>
<td>Softer Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid Dollar</td>
<td>Stable Dollar</td>
<td>Weaker Dollar</td>
<td>Softer Rates</td>
<td>Softer Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable Rates</td>
<td>Stable Rates</td>
<td>Softer Rates</td>
<td>Softer Rates</td>
<td>Softer Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Growth</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>U-turn weak to stronger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong/High</td>
<td>- An infrastructure push, pro business policies, positive equity markets and further tax cuts support growth</td>
<td>- Financial markets react positively while reduced trade tensions and a possible modest fiscal stimulus support growth</td>
<td>- Softer growth a key factor behind Democrat victory so President inherited a weaker economy.</td>
<td>- US downturn contributed to populist Democrat victory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflation</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>U-turn weak to stronger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong/High</td>
<td>- Firm economic growth, robust jobs market and rising wages all push inflation higher.</td>
<td>- Inflation moves higher on decent growth and jobs market.</td>
<td>- Weaker growth and jobs markets means softer price pressures.</td>
<td>- Weak economy means falling inflation, but the softer dollar, a carbon tax and possible trade tariffs add to future upside risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rates/Bond Yields</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>U-turn weak to stronger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>- Firm growth and inflation with concern over fiscal stimulus lead to additional rate hikes.</td>
<td>- Fed policy is close to neutral and the appetite for further rate hikes is likely to be limited</td>
<td>- Reliable growth, but muted inflation see monetary policy left unchanged.</td>
<td>- Federal Reserve will have responded to recession threat with policy stimulus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equities</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>U-turn weak to stronger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>- A strong economy boosted by infrastructure investment, pro business policies and positive corporate earnings outlook support equities, but trade tensions and higher interest rates could limit the upside</td>
<td>- Decent growth, reduced trade tensions, some stimulus and restrained Federal Reserve</td>
<td>- Equities could rebound after pre-election weak economic weakness related correction.</td>
<td>- Equities remain subdued after pre-election falls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Dollar</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>U-turn weak to stronger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>- Decent growth, rising interest rates and foreign inflows offer support, but trade tensions are a headwind</td>
<td>- Dollar does OK with respectable growth backdrop and reduced trade tensions</td>
<td>- Turnaround story with positive growth and equity markets supporting inflows.</td>
<td>- Dollar remains under pressure thanks to growth convergence with other economies, lower interest rates, trade tensions and subdued equity markets.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What could it mean for the economy?

Should President Trump win, we see a potential boom-bust economic scenario, particularly if Republicans also win control of Congress. More fiscal stimulus could initially boost economic growth, equity markets and the US dollar, but it would also
generate inflation and result in a more aggressive response from the Federal Reserve that would lead to an eventual slowdown.

A non-Trump Republican President is likely to change course and be less confrontational on the international stage and may seek a return to a more fiscally conservative stance. This provides a more stable platform for the US economy, resulting in a more modest, less volatile economic and market performance.

Given the likelihood that a weaker pre-election economy would contribute to a Democrat Presidential victory, a centrist Democrat would be looking to create a platform that allows growth to rebound. This means that after initial weakness in equity markets and the dollar, financial markets could be moving into recovery mode. Inflation would be low due to economic softness, implying relatively low interest rates.

A populist Democrat would most likely win if the economy had experienced a prolonged and significant period of weakness. This would see a large fiscal stimulus package focused on spending, with pressure on the Federal Reserve to respond aggressively, especially if its mandate is changed to focus increasingly on employment. Massive stimulus would mean an eventual turnaround in the economy. But longer-term issues over trade protectionism, higher wealth, income and corporate taxes, plus more intervention in markets and key industries, could become more of a focus for financial markets.

Twists and turns ahead
As Washington insiders become consumed by the daily minutiae of the road to Iowa and beyond, we hope that this report will guide investors and observers to identify what matters – and what it all means -- as we head towards the decisive vote on 3 November 2020.
Visualising the 2020 presidential election

To simplify what the election scenarios look like and the drivers behind them, the following graphic places the different candidates on two axes, one representing their place within traditional political norms, and the other, their relative adherence to party dogma and their own political identification within the system. These placements, along with the status of key factors leading up to the election, such as economic performance, the salience of issues and the nature of identity politics, help clarify both the result and impact of different outcomes.

Fig 2  US presidential election scenarios at a glance

A NEW NEW DEAL
An economy in recession, an administration dogged by scandal and increasing inequality put wind in the sails of populist candidates.

CONSENSUS BUILDERS EMERGE
Weakening confidence in the economy and widespread disapproval of Trump's politics create an opening for a centrist Democrats.

UNITED STATES OF TRUMP
A booming economy together with persistent belief in his narrative secure Trump's successful re-election.

A REPUBLICAN PHOENIX
A rising economy and a foreign policy success allow a non-Trump Republican to win a new mandate for the party.

Drivers leading to each scenario

Economic performance
- Booming
- Rising
- Steady
- Faltering

Salient issue
- Trade
- Foreign policy success
- Trump
- Healthcare

Identity politics
- Racial lines
- Class lines

Source: ING, Oxford Analytica
Scenario impacts - Congress matters

Our baseline scenarios assume that the current make-up of Congress, with a Republican-controlled Senate and Democratic-controlled House of Representatives, does not change. However, congressional elections are often correlated with Presidential elections. Strong electoral campaigns by a Presidential candidate may increase the chances that both houses of Congress and the White House are controlled by the same party, though this has occurred only three times since 1981. Presidential coattails are also more pronounced in the House of Representatives than the Senate, due to the election cycle. While the likelihood of the 2020 election creating a unified government is below 50% at present, we highlight some policy impacts that may follow if a Republican Presidential victory is accompanied by Republican control of Congress, and if a Democratic victory brings Democratic control, which is more likely to occur under the populist scenario.

Fig 3  Scenario impacts

Baseline scenarios assume the make-up of Congress remains unchanged, but we highlight the possible impact of a unified government as well.

Source: ING, Oxford Analytica
Drivers

Several key issues along with structural components of the American electorate and political parties will determine the Presidential election result. We identify these elements as: the economy, identity politics, party cohesion, issue salience and foreign policy. The outcomes for each theme will affect the election outcome. Twists and turns in the country’s economic performance, foreign policy, or the state of identity politics will determine the results. We discuss each factor in turn.

Economy

Election outcomes are traditionally most closely linked to perceptions about the direction of the economy. All else being equal, if voters think that the economy is improving, they are more likely to re-elect a President, even if the absolute state of the economy is weak by historical standards. Conversely, a negative economic performance, or the perception thereof, facilitates demands for change and helps opponents.

For President Trump to be re-elected, a positive view is critical. A national perception that the post-recession economic recovery has taken a new upward turn, further momentum in wage growth and a possible continuation of the bull market in equities would all be positive signs for Trump’s re-election.

A reversal in the rise of economic inequality, or at least a perception that this is happening, would significantly raise the probability of Trump’s re-election. The traditional signposts of an improving economy, such as rising median income, falling income inequality, increasing rates of labour market participation, and high consumer confidence, would combine to give the sense that things are improving for middle class voters. This perception is particularly important in key Midwestern states, where Trump’s base of white males over the age of 45 feel they have missed out on the economic growth enjoyed by American residents of coastal and urban centres. If Trump can successfully make the claim that he has improved their financial conditions, he will find it easier to motivate his core supporters and increase his voting base in key districts – thereby improving his odds of re-election. Key metrics could be a rising proportion of manufacturing within total employment and a continuation of production worker pay outperforming the rest of the economy.

For Democratic candidates seeking their party’s nomination, a positive economic performance would decrease public desire for change and could be damaging for populist candidates. Centrist candidates could still benefit from a neutral or moderately negative perspective on the economy, as their approach to economic policy would be calibrated to attract moderate and independent voters in the election. Attracting these voters would be easier if Trump were to do nothing more on tax policy to help the middle- and upper middle class, which make up the bulk of this group.

If the economy were to experience a significant downturn, however, the electoral potential of populist Democrats would rise. These politicians argue that the current system does not meet the needs of ordinary households, so any event which highlights...
these difficulties—particularly for the middle class—would strengthen this argument and drive media attention to their message.

"Democratic candidates already characterise Trump's economic policies as favouring the wealthy over the middle class, an opinion that Republican surveys found was widely shared in 2018 with the public agreeing by 61% to 30%."

Negative public opinion about the 2017 tax package would also become a stronger issue. Democratic candidates already characterise Trump's economic policies as favouring the wealthy over the middle class, an opinion that Republican surveys found was widely shared in 2018 with the public agreeing by 61% to 30%.\(^3\)

Unless the economy takes a marked turn upwards in such key metrics as median incomes, the Democratic nominee will use the 2017 tax package to paint the Republican candidate as uninterested in advancing the middle class, who are likely to feel their economic position worsening.

Economic shocks, such as a recession, a bear market, a sharp increase in the oil price (even if some key Trump supporting, oil producing states would benefit) or another financial crisis would all improve the election odds of a populist Democrat.

Identity politics

Which identity narrative dominates in the next two years will play an influential role in voter mobilisation and, hence, shape the election outcome. Republican support is not, by itself, sufficient to win the election. In crucial swing states, Democrats have an average partisan identification advantage of 44.7% to 40.0%.

Much of Trump's success in 2016 arose from his skilful creation of a cohesive narrative blending traditional Republican policy concerns, such as the desire for tax cuts, with his own brand of identity politics lambasting what he, and his supporters, felt were overly progressive shifts to the left in social policy during the 2009-17 Obama administration and the disenfranchisement of the white working class. This narrative continues to be a central theme of Trump's electoral pitch, and his continuing ability to promote that argument successfully will be a key factor if he is to be re-elected. He also needs to reverse the trend of the Republican Party losing self-identified members to the larger Democratic and independent blocs.

For Trump, re-election hinges on the continued strength of that narrative and the support it generates from white voters without a college degree, who went from voting for Mitt Romney by 25 percentage points in 2012 to voting for Trump by 39 percentage points. Trump will also need to win a higher share of independent voters, as well as securing gains from middle class and college-educated white voters, including women. Continued strong support for Trump within his core demographics, and even slight increases in support among middle class and college-educated white voters would be a strong driver of Trump's re-election.

A non-Trump Republican would also need to appeal to these electoral groups to win. But such a nominee might have greater success in appealing to affluent minority voters. And a reversion to a more traditional Republican approach could see those who voted for Hillary Clinton in 2016 return to the party, particularly if faced with a non-Trump Republican and a populist Democrat.

Success for a centrist or populist Democrat would probably hinge on the success of a 'multiple identity activation' strategy, because appealing to one group alone is unlikely to produce a majority in the Electoral College. To succeed in a Presidential election, any Democratic nominee must make inroads into Trump's base of white voters without a college degree, building upon gains made in the 2018 midterm elections. Such a

\(^3\) https://www.realclearpolitics.com/epolls/other/trump_republicans_tax_reform_law-6446.html#polls
nominee would need also to boost turnout among non-white voters, rebuilding part of the coalition that elected President Barack Obama, while continuing to activate suburban voters. This strategy may be difficult. The two groups have different interests and different priorities when casting their vote, but if a Democrat were able to form an integrated and compelling narrative for each of these groups, the odds of success would increase significantly.

Party cohesion – the ability to keep voters united
Party identification remains a key driver of votes in national elections. In 2016, Donald Trump received 88% of the Republican vote, with Clinton gaining a similar level of support among Democrats. For Trump to be re-elected, he must maintain similarly high levels of support from Republicans in 2020: had he instead won only 80% of Republican voters in 2016, he would have lost Wisconsin, Michigan, Pennsylvania and Florida, and, therefore, the election. A recent Washington Post survey shows that 24% of Americans identify as Republican, 32% as Democrat, and 37% claim to be independent. If Trump continues to align with Republicans in Congress on policy throughout 2019 and early 2020 (and vice versa), it would indicate that he is likely to retain high levels of support from Republican voters in the 2020 election because he will be the vehicle for their policy preferences. Strong support from this group would bode well for his chances of winning re-election. In short, the more unified the Republican Party is around Trump and his policies, the better his chances of winning in 2020. Republican voters often vote strongly on partisan lines even when they dislike the personality of the candidate.

Conversely, a return to the ‘Never Trump’ movement or a public split with important Republicans in Congress would damage his support in key states. Similarly, a serious primary challenge would damage his chances of re-election as it could reopen wounds within the Republican Party, and signify that a break between the President and the Republican Party has already occurred.

A fracturing of the Republican Party bodes well for a Democratic nominee
President Trump running unopposed for the Republican nomination is another key component of this driver, whereas a fracturing of the Republican Party bodes well for a Democratic nominee. For a non-Trump Republican to get elected, maintaining the support of the party in the aftermath of either a Trump resignation, or a primary victory is equally important. Indeed, it opens up the key question as to how far they should distance themselves from Trump, which will likely depend on the manner in which he departs the political stage.

Similarly, however, unity among Democrats is important for both centrist and populist candidates. In 2016, the refusal of some supporters of Bernie Sanders to vote for Clinton cost her support and might have cost her the election. A fiercely divisive primary campaign that either alienates centrist Democratic voters or splits the progressive vote on wedge issues would strengthen any Republican nominee.

President Trump runs for election
A key component for the outcome of all four scenarios is if Trump runs for re-election: his decision will shape the odds for a non-Trump Republican, as well as for a centrist or populist Democrat.

If Trump were to run for re-election, the odds of a non-Trump Republican winning would be slim, as the President would be heavily favoured in any primary contest. Even if he were to lose, the fracturing of this base would damage the Republican nominee in the Presidential election. Thus, a critical component of a non-Trump Republican winning in 2020 is Trump choosing not to seek re-election early enough for a non-Trump
Republican to reset public opinion in their favour. September 2019, which is likely to mark the start of intense focus on the 2020 race, is a plausible point after which Republicans would find it difficult to select another nominee who could generate new expectations. This includes a potential scenario in which Vice President Mike Pence assumes the presidency, following either the resignation or impeachment of Trump.

The effects of a Trump re-election bid would also cascade onto internal Democratic Party politics. If Trump runs for re-election, it will spur discussions among Democrats about which candidate is best suited to challenge the President and to appeal to members of his voting base, particularly those that are socially conservative and economically liberal, as these groups are a former source of Democratic votes. The need for Democrats to appeal to these voters in the election would strengthen centrist candidates during primary contests, as they are less likely to take positions on social policies that may be regarded as unduly liberal. Thus, if Trump were to run for re-election, the odds of a centrist being the Democratic nominee are strengthened (though voters in Democratic primaries may be keen to embrace a more populist candidate).

If Trump were not to run for a second term, however, populist Democrats could argue that the election should be framed around traditional Democratic and Republican issues, with a ‘reset’ from the anomaly of the Trump presidency. In order to appeal to those who voted for both Obama and Trump and to boost turnout among populist groups, these Democrats could say they need to offer an agenda that paints a clear contrast. This would create distance between themselves and centrist candidates in the primary while appealing to the Democratic Party base, improving the odds that a populist candidate wins the Democratic Party nomination.
‘Centrist’ vs ‘Populist’ Democrat

The Democratic Party is relatively unified in its major policy objectives. During the government shutdown of December 2018-January 2019, House and Senate Democrats never wavered on their positions, and many policy areas, from minimum wage to healthcare, see broad consensus. Nonetheless, there are differences between the potential candidates in the scale of change they wish to create and the speed at which they hope to do so.

Research from the 2016 campaign showed that Clinton and Sanders supporters were largely similar on policy; differences were greatest on the view that “politics is a rigged game”.

Centrist Democrats are more likely to be comfortable with incremental reforms to the status quo or building on existing institutions. Populist Democrats are more in favour of larger-scale reform to the current system to achieve their aims and in breaking political norms. They also shun existing party structures and traditional means of fundraising, focusing on grassroots support.

One example of how this divide works is in the area of healthcare. Sen. Bernie Sanders, a populist Democrat, advocates a Medicare for All plan, which would rapidly shift the country to a single-payer system; most centrist Democrats are in favour of adding a buy-in plan that would graft a public option for health insurance plans to the existing Affordable Care Act structure, representing a more gradual shift.

Beyond the centrist and populist divide, it is also important to note that populist and progressive are not equivalent terms, with one indicating a left-leaning policy perspective, and the other a type of politics and political behaviour. Populism is more of an indicator of the method of change to the political system and a direct appeal to voting groups such as the working class, as done by President Trump in his 2016 campaign, whereas progressive indicates the type of policies that would be adopted. This divide can be seen when contrasting Senators Booker and Warren. Senator Booker is a progressive with one of the most liberal voting records in Congress, but is also more inclined towards the slow and steady approach to reform favoured by centrist Democrats. Warren similarly has one of, if not the most, liberal voting records in Congress, but instead of incremental change, favours a radical overhaul of the system and politics closely aligned with grassroots activism and support from non-traditional party structures. Thus, during the 2020 election, while many Democratic candidates may vie for the title of progressive, relatively few will actively seek to play the role of a populist.

While unlikely, the potential also exists for a new left-wing populist candidate to emerge between now and the 2020 election, given the fast moving nature of populist politics. Such a candidate would use more nationalistic language and class-based identity politics to separate themselves from the current seekers of the Democratic Party nomination.

Foreign Policy

Although foreign policy success is hardly a guarantee of re-election, it does influence perceptions of a President and the mood of the electorate. To date, Trump has three areas in which his foreign policy is most open to potential criticism or acclaim: trade conflicts with China and Mexico, the removal of the US from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action with Iran, and his diplomatic overtures to North Korea.
A major breakthrough in foreign policy could help Trump

If US policy in any of these three areas were to experience a major breakthrough, such as large economic concessions from Beijing (and possibly the EU), a commitment by Iran to renegotiate, or North Korea agreeing to dismantle its nuclear programme, Trump would be able to argue that he had achieved foreign policy objectives that his predecessors could not. In the case of easing trade tensions, it would also likely generate a positive boost to investor sentiment, supporting equity markets and the broader economy.

If Trump were to handle a foreign policy crisis well, it could boost his chances of re-election and potentially validate his “America First” and transactional view of international politics.

“If Trump does not run for re-election, a crisis might permit a new Republican nominee to create his or her own narrative and appeal to voters, increasing their electability.”

But significant economic damage from foreign conflicts could hurt Trump’s re-election prospects

Conversely, significant economic damage from any of the aforementioned conflicts, such as reduced American exports due to Chinese tariffs, a sharp increase in oil prices, or a blow to Trump’s personal credibility from the failure to achieve meaningful progress with North Korea, could hurt his re-election prospects or those of another Republican nominee. It could also refocus the election on domestic policy, an area where the President has less of an advantage.

Issue Salience

Presidential campaigns are rarely fought on a single policy issue. As the candidates are speaking about every area of governance, it is difficult for one to dominate.

Nonetheless, during some campaigns, a single issue can assume an outsized importance. During the 2004 election, the Iraq War and terrorism proved such an issue while healthcare was the main issue influencing voters in the 2018 midterm elections.

Elections are rarely long enough for campaigns to persuade voters on the merits of their position. More often, parties will be seen as the stronger option to tackle different issues. When that issue becomes the campaign’s driving force, it will lift that party along with it.

“A single issue can assume an outsized importance.”

The 2020 election will likely be a referendum on President Trump and not on a specific set of policies. However, if post-recession trends continue, reducing healthcare costs could be the top public priority, overtaking the economy. The issues that have grown most in voters’ salience over the past decade - although they are still a lower priority than education, terrorism, and social security - are protecting the environment, dealing with climate change, and improving transport. These three areas are a higher priority for Democratic voters, so a continued rise in prominence of those issues could drive higher turnout for Democrats.
Swing States

One unique feature of US politics is that the President is not technically elected by voters, but by the Electoral College. This body, set up at the very beginning of the American Republic, is the same size of Congress, and each state has the same number of members of the Electoral College as it has members of Congress. Each state decides for itself how its votes are apportioned in the Electoral College, but most use a winner takes all approach.

For example, this means that although Donald Trump won 49% of the vote in Florida while Clinton won 47.8%, all of Florida's 29 votes in the Electoral College (the same number as it members in the House plus the two Senators that each state has) went to Trump. Although Clinton received three million more votes than Trump across the country, Trump won in the Electoral College by 306 votes to 232. Therefore, the election is ultimately not determined by national trends, but by the trends that are most salient in the ‘swing states’, those that can swing back and forth between the parties and deliver the election.

In 2020, the most likely swing states are Michigan, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, Florida, and Arizona. Collectively, they have 86 Electoral College votes. Assuming no changes in the outcomes of what are considered ‘safe’ states, the Democratic candidate requires 38 of the 86, and a Republican 50, in order to win the election. Although it is possible for other states, like Georgia, Ohio, North Carolina, or Minnesota, to break against previous patterns, it is most likely that they would do so in a national wave, after the swing states had broken to the winner.

Fig 4  Five swing states hold the key to the 2020 Presidential election

These swing states account for 86 electoral votes

Source: ING, Oxford Analytica
The next President will need to work with Congress to pass any legislation. Unified control – one party in the White House and with majorities in the House and Senate – will produce more legislation than divided government and will advance more of the President’s priorities.

Currently, Washington has a divided government, with Democrats in control of the House of Representatives and Republicans of the Senate. This is the baseline assumption for the 2021-22 session.

Democrats are strongly predicted to retain the House in 2020. They have a 37-seat majority (out of 435) and Presidential election years are typically better for Democratic turnout for House seats.

Republicans are favoured to retain the Senate, although by less than the House forecast, as only one-third of seats are up for election. Democrats would need to pick up four seats to regain control of the chamber. They face the prospect of only two Republican-held seats in Democratic-leaning states (Maine and Colorado) and they have one seat in a Republican state (Alabama). They will likely need to flip, meaning to change partisan control, four seats out of the five likely targets – Maine, Colorado, North Carolina, Arizona, and Iowa – a difficult target even if their party wins office.

Congressional elections are correlated with Presidential elections, so winning the White House should increase the chance of winning unified control of Congress. Strong electoral campaigns by a Presidential candidate increase the chances of unified government, even if that outcome is unlikely. The chance of unified control for any party in 2021 is below 50% at present, given the difference in maps between the House of Representatives (the entire country in a Presidential year, which favours Democrats) and the Senate (which favours Republicans given the allocation of states). However, if one nominee appears to be heading to a landslide victory, the probability that their success will lift their party to total control of Congress can rise significantly. This would especially be the case if the economy deteriorates prior to the election, which would strengthen a populist Democratic candidate and downticket Democratic candidates in congressional elections.
Scenario 1: United States of Trump
President Donald Trump re-elected

Trump won the 2016 election by a margin of 80,000 votes in three swing states while losing the popular vote by three million. His approval ratings have been near or below 40% for most of his presidency, meaning that they have been below nearly every previous President at similar points in their terms. And his reliance on white voters, especially those above 65 years old, means that his coalition might be vulnerable to demographic shifts since 2016, although such vulnerability could be counteracted by the attraction of new Republican votes as the electorate ages. While he remains a political iconoclast, the result of the 2018 midterm elections showed that traditional political lessons still apply and suggest these factors remain relevant for the 2020 Presidential election.

First-term Presidents are favoured to win re-election. Since 1932, only two Presidents have lost after a single term:

- Jimmy Carter (1977-1981), who was defeated amid rising unemployment, high inflation, and the Iran hostage crisis; and
- George H.W. Bush (1989-1993), who campaigned for re-election during a slow recovery after a recession, further hampered by a three-candidate race which split the centre-right vote.

A positive economy with low unemployment usually leads to a presidential re-election. Trump’s re-election prospects therefore rest on the balance between historical patterns that favour a President’s second term in a good economy (especially in swing states), structural factors that suggest his defeat, such as his low approval rating driven partly by his polarising behaviour, and the chance that events may send those variables in different directions.
Looking back from January 2021: How Donald Trump was re-elected*

As Donald Trump prepared for his second inauguration, Washington assessed the outcome of another Presidential election in which he defied political expectations.

At the start of 2019, he faced serious challenges. A new Democratic majority in the House of Representatives was already talking about impeachment, the Mueller report loomed, and the government shutdown was chipping away at his approval rating.

Those challenges deepened as 2019 unfolded. The administration, which had already seen more Cabinet departures than under any previous President, faced a mini-exodus. Secretary of Homeland Security Kristjen Nielsen resigned, Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross was replaced in a Cabinet reshuffle, and Interim Chief of Staff Mick Mulvaney resigned after only a matter of months to become President of the University of South Carolina.

Trump's approval rating continued to drop as mounting scandals emerged from the investigations, though the Mueller report did not bring criminal charges of conspiracy, allowing him to remain personally removed from the scandals of his 2016 campaign staff.

An end to the trade conflict with China, as Beijing agreed to significant trade concessions, and concessions from Europe regarding imported vehicles, saw his approval rating rise, his support strengthen in Midwestern states, and national opinion of his foreign policy approach improve.

To maintain support with his base and keep the Republican Party unified behind him, throughout the summer and fall he held rallies across the country and tweeted praise for almost all potential Republican challengers.

Meanwhile, the Democratic primary election was a bitter battle that left the eventual winner battered and damaged, and the party splintered. Anger over the policies of Trump and the splintering of the centrist vote, led to the nomination of a populist Democrat, alienating many party leaders and major donors. By the time of the Democratic National Convention in July, prominent Democrats were openly airing concerns over the electability of the nominee with certain groups, particularly suburbanites, and saying that they would not campaign for the nominee. Media outlets relentlessly covered the Democratic divide.

The final months of the campaign saw Trump pressing four main messages. To social conservatives, he stressed the promise of another two Supreme Court seats. To working class voters, he promised a new style of Republican economics, claiming that he could
remake the Republican agenda into a more protectionist vision. And to the country as a whole, he continually stressed the success of his foreign policy approach and his status as a ‘dealmaker’ while pointing to the booming economy, which in 2019 and early 2020 posted the highest median income wage growth in decades due to continually low levels of unemployment.

As the final votes came in, and despite all the twists and turns of the campaign, the map closely resembled that of 2016. Trump again won the Upper Midwest and thus won the Electoral College, even as his Democratic challenger repeated Clinton’s popular vote victory. Trump had prevailed and his agenda would be in place for another four years.

**Timeline**

This timeline outlines some of the key events that may take place leading to President Trump being re-elected in November 2020. While fictional, they highlight the type of issues and signposts that point to factors being favourable for a Trump re-election campaign from early 2019 until election day.

---

**Scenario 1**

**2019**

- **MARCH**: Mueller report is released without accusing Trump of misconduct. Democrats decide not to move ahead with impeachment proceedings.

- **SEPTEMBER**: Trump achieves a major foreign policy breakthrough with China or North Korea, or receives economic concessions from the EU.

**2020**

- **MARCH**: Trump is the uncontested Republican nominee while the Democratic primary becomes a fierce and negative contest between rival factions.

- **JUNE**: Economic metrics are moving significantly up, wage growth keeps consumer confidence high.

- **SEPTEMBER**: Major event that dominates news coverage and requires presidential involvement.

---

**Grey Swan events**

- Iran invades Syria
- Supreme Court (Justice) incapacitated in 2020
- Rolls outside Democratic National Convention

---

**Timeline Source:** ING, Oxford Analytica
Impacts – Constrained by Congress

If Trump were re-elected, most of his policy agenda would remain as it is now. However, some differences may emerge as he consolidates his control over the Republican Party and the prospect of another four years in office encourages a new round of policy initiatives.

These impacts assume that Democrats will retain control of the House of Representatives, which constrains Trump's ability to make policy. Democrats have a 36-seat majority and tend to perform better in Presidential years, which makes the prospect of them losing control of the House unlikely, even if Trump were to win re-election.

Limited by congressional deadlock, Trump could struggle to pass major legislation in a second term. Bipartisan action may be possible in areas such as infrastructure spending, but for the most part divisions between and within the two parties will remain material. Faced with this, Trump is likely to focus on areas where executive powers give him more leeway to set the agenda, such as trade policy. Trump could also seek another round of tax cuts, which would likely seek to support the middle class, since the 2017 tax package was aimed primarily at wealthier households and corporations.

The combination of modest tax cuts and some infrastructure spending in an environment of healthy business and consumer confidence - a robust economy is a major factor that helped President Trump win re-election - should keep economic growth, equities and the dollar supported. Businesses and financial markets will, however, be wary of the potential for a future re-escalation of trade tensions.

Fiscal policy – Modest middle class tax cuts

The accumulation of debt from a new package of cuts would likely be back-loaded to pass through reconciliation measures, as they were in 2017, with many cuts having a sunset provision. Spending would, however, remain somewhat constrained in order to gain the support of fiscal hawks – note that the Congressional Budget Office predicts government borrowing to rise above 5% of GDP even before additional tax cuts.

These tax cuts would not be guaranteed to pass given the likelihood of a split Congress, with initial proposals possibly heavily watered down. As such, this could ease bond market fears about longer-term debt sustainability for an economy that is already seeing rising debt and deficit ratios.

Monetary policy – Recurrent conflict

It’s possible that Trump will continue to badger the Federal Reserve to defer/reverse interest rate rises. While a second term would give him more power to shape norms, market pressure should ensure the autonomy of the Fed. As such, monetary policy is likely to remain apolitical, with Federal Reserve officials underlining their commitment to independent monetary policy. But if the Fed were perceived to be responding to pressure from the White House, markets could become anxious.

International trade – The transactional strategy continues

It is unlikely that Trump’s antipathy towards the globalised system of free trade agreements would change if re-elected, especially if his re-election campaign is positively assisted by progress in trade conflicts with China and the EU, which would in
“Most likely, the prospect of another four years in the Oval Office would do more to re-orient the rest of the party towards his protectionist views on trade than the reverse.”

all likelihood further cement his thoughts on and approach towards international trade.

Most likely, the prospect of another four years in the Oval Office would do more to re-orient the rest of the Republican Party towards his protectionist views on trade than the reverse. This could then allow these views to expand into other areas such as tax policy, and the treatment of inward and outward foreign direct investment, making America more geared towards transactional politics.

China trade conflict could continue and even escalate

In a Trump second term, the US would be likely to withdraw from international trade institutions, or at least disregard their opinions. While the nature of the trade conflict with China during a second Trump term is somewhat dependent on the size and scale of any agreement made prior to the election, even if major concessions were gained, an antagonistic trading posture towards China would continue. This could potentially be over highly visible goods like steel and aluminium if those issues remain unresolved or it may escalate into other areas such as intellectual property rights if sufficient progress on goods has already been made. New tariffs would be most likely to emerge in manufactured goods and in financial services.

Trump could reduce the number of student visas from China

Other protectionist measures are also likely to be considered. Trump may reduce the number of visas for foreign students to attend US universities, particularly from China, (which are, effectively, a service export), block acquisitions, or impose export controls.

If trade becomes the only real source of authority for the President, he could continue pushing hard for China to make concessions to lower the bilateral deficit. While trade is not necessarily a critical issue for the Democrats, it is unlikely they will support a trade war with allies such as the EU. Likewise, Democrats are unlikely to support the withdrawal from the World Trade Organization. As a result, Congress may put up more resistance regarding trade policy.

New trade agreements would likely encourage protectionist measures

New trade agreements may be reached with other countries. These are likely to encourage more protectionist measures, in particular surrounding manufactured goods and major American exports, such as agricultural products.

Infrastructure policy – A possible deal on Federal funding?

Infrastructure remains a key policy area for Trump, and though his initiatives to date have often been derailed by unrelated events happening at the same time, a second term is likely to free up time to address the issue, especially since this would be an area of bipartisan interest.

The infrastructure plan outlined by the White House in 2018 shifted a sizeable amount of the financial burden for public works onto states and local levels of government, making self-financing a critical component of the criteria for receiving a federal infrastructure loan. Trump would be more willing than the majority of Republicans to ask Congress to use public money to finance major federal investment in new infrastructure projects -- a move which could be backed by Democrats.

Health policy – Only modest changes to ‘Obamacare’

A second Trump Administration would continue efforts to weaken the Affordable Care Act, and may succeed in constraining certain elements of it, such as adding restrictions to the Medicaid expansion. However, since healthcare was the primary issue behind the Democratic success in the 2018 midterms, it is unlikely that Republican members of Congress would try to repeal it again, particularly with the House expected to remain under Democratic control.
There will be efforts to reduce the cost of pharmaceutical drugs, which could gain bipartisan support in Congress. Regulatory action may be taken against pharmaceutical mergers or acquisitions, especially if it is expected that the result would be a company that gains a monopolistic position on a drug type and would raise prices. While this issue has not seen much attention, it is constantly floated as an area of imminent action, which indicates that eventually there will be movement on it.

Additional Trump appointees to the Supreme Court would move the Court further to the right and lock in a generation of pro-business rulings. Such changes would probably permit a series of policies to be implemented at the state level that would whittle away at government control of health policy.

**Technological regulation – Antitrust action contingent on Congress**

If re-elected, Trump would be forced to address the issues surrounding artificial intelligence and the use of data by technology firms. Tougher data regulation and data privacy laws are likely to become a reality in 2019. It is difficult to forecast how Trump might act towards the issue compared to other Presidents. He has not spoken about it, and his policy platform does not indicate a long-standing attitude towards technology. However, his personal attitudes and some past statements do suggest he would be willing to urge the Department of Justice to pursue antitrust cases to break up tech companies that hold monopolistic positions, though he may do this without a coalition in Congress in favour of the move.

**Climate and Energy – ‘Clean coal’ aside, left to the locals**

Climate and energy policy would likely see even greater tension between a federal desire to deregulate and state-led initiatives into renewable energies, driven by increasing cost effectiveness compared to traditional fuels like coal. In this case, there would be large-scale state-led efforts to limit greenhouse gas emissions, with Democratic governors arguing that they cannot wait another four years to take action. During a second term President Trump will not prioritise climate change mitigation or adaptation, nor would he re-join the Paris Agreement. While the Department of Energy has many expensive scientific programmes including those on electricity storage, solar, and fusion, most climate policies would rely heavily on states and cities.

However, there is uncertainty about the extent to which federal agencies with long time horizons would plan for the impacts of climate change. Litigation stemming from this inaction would be likely, though its outcome highly uncertain. Federal deregulation in the areas of environment and energy use would continue at pace, with industries being left to self-regulate. Federal support for renewable energies is likely to continue to fall, particularly as the technologies make themselves more affordable and less in need of government protection. Support for “clean coal” from the federal government could materialise, as votes in traditional coal producing areas represent a component of Trump’s main support.

The economic forces surrounding renewables would have a greater bearing on energy sector decisions than policy from the White House. Thus, irrespective of federal policy shifts supporting the domestic use of traditional fuels, coal is likely to be seen increasingly as just an export good, when market conditions allow, and states will continue to permit and encourage wind and solar energy. Offshore wind would have its greatest impact in the north-eastern United States, where it would primarily require the approval of states governed by Democrats, minimising the impact of Washington.
A second term for Trump would therefore see a continuation of an increasingly visible divergence on climate and energy policy between the federal government and state and local actors.

**Foreign policy – ‘Strong man’ disputes with international institutions**

If re-elected, there is little chance of a change in Trump’s foreign policy and his current aims could be approached with heightened vigour, as he would be less constrained than he is in domestic politics.

*Trump might not withdraw the United States from NATO, but he will almost surely continue to criticise the alliance and undermine its effectiveness, whether deliberately or through inattention.*

Europe, there would be a strong push within the European Union to elevate the security elements of the Common Foreign and Security Policy. This would require boosting the interoperability of European militaries and greater investment in a common defence industrial base.

Disagreements in Europe over these issues would likely cause further problems within the European Union. One possibility would be to tie any strengthened US trade deal with the EU to a requirement that EU members meet NATO’s spending requirements. However, because the EU and NATO are separate institutions, there would be no way to make this a formal agreement, only an informal issue linkage among members of both institutions in what would be a grand political compromise.

Trump has shown greater comfort in dealing with authoritarian leaders than many of his predecessors would have tolerated. In a second term, he would likely continue to foster these relations and, in the process, could move towards greater support for authoritarian regimes. In the Middle East, this could mean continued support for Saudi Arabia’s war in Yemen, despite Congressional opposition.

A second Trump administration would also roll back US commitment to international institutions like the World Bank, the IMF and UN. Even in the absence of withdrawal, reduced effort will go into institutional collaboration and the execution of established policy. The United States would not become fully isolationist, but it would withdraw from leadership positions on a wide range of international issues and reduce its financial contribution to international organisations.

Conflicts in the international area would be increasingly reflected in the domestic marketplace. In particular, the position of Chinese firms in the US, such as Huawei, could become more closely scrutinised, as competition with foreign economies is set to remain a key component of Trump’s foreign policy approach. Technology transfer, foreign ownership of US firms, and foreign involvement in critical infrastructure will all be bargaining tools used to extract other trade concessions from countries viewed as strategic competitors.
Republicans capturing the House in 2020 would be taken as a vindication of Trump’s economic policies

More tax cuts could give an extra near-term push to domestic demand

But this could be a boom-bust story and risks an aggressive response from the Fed

Escalating tensions with the Fed and signs of weaker growth would be a strong excuse to sell the dollar

President Trump and a Republican-controlled Congress

While this combination appears unlikely from early 2019, when the Democrats have just won control of the House, Republicans capturing the House in 2020 would be taken as a vindication of Trump’s economic policies and his “America First” agenda.

With another electoral win under his belt, he could get stronger support from the Republican Party, with renewed efforts to get trade concessions from China and Europe, more tax cuts (middle class focused or at a minimum, making the current cuts permanent) and an ongoing hard-line stance on immigration.

More tax cuts could give an extra near-term push to domestic demand. Ongoing economic growth and an ever-tightening labour market (immigration controls will curtail labour supply, thereby adding to labour shortages) would intensify wage pressures and push broader inflation measures higher.

Concerns surrounding the fiscal deficit would likely increase (especially if there is a government funded infrastructure spending spree), which could result in higher Treasury yields. Such a move would be compounded by rising inflation.

This could be a boom-bust story as it risks an increasingly aggressive response from the Federal Reserve through higher interest rates. Such a scenario could put Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell on a collision course with the President, further unsettling financial markets. This could be a difficult situation to manage, with longer-dated yields dropping on expectations of a policy reversal from the Fed.

The dollar could initially strengthen under this scenario thanks to strong economic growth and rising interest rates. However, over time, investors would become increasingly concerned by the growing twin deficit (rising government borrowing and an expanding current account deficit).

Escalating tensions with the Federal Reserve, coupled with eventual signs of weaker growth, would be a strong excuse to sell the dollar. In the event of a recession, the Fed has scope to cut interest rates relatively aggressively and re-implement Quantitative Easing. President Trump and the Republicans would have the ability to pass a more aggressive fiscal stimulus package to support growth.
Scenario 2: A Republican Phoenix
Non-Trump Republican elected

Main candidates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Candidate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vice President</td>
<td>Mike Pence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland Governor</td>
<td>Larry Hogan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah Senator</td>
<td>Mitt Romney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Governor</td>
<td>John Kasich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Senator</td>
<td>Ted Cruz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former Massachusetts Governor</td>
<td>Bill Weld</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even if Trump is not a candidate, there remain several pathways along which a Republican Party candidate could win the presidency in 2020.

This scenario assumes that Trump does not run for a second term, either because he has left office through impeachment or resignation, or that he does not seek re-election in response to pressure from his party.

This scenario does not look at the possibility that Trump steps down during the latter stages of the campaign; such a move would be highly disruptive to the Republican ticket, although the party could recover if the Vice Presidential nominee were perceived as electable.

Instead, this scenario is based on the premise that the Republican nominee, either Vice President Pence or another candidate, would have had the time to build a traditional campaign following a normal nominating process. It would also require that the nominee had been able to distance himself or herself from Trump, who is presumed not to be standing because of significant unpopularity.

It is important to note that this scenario presents the eventual Republican nominee with a difficult task. Gerald Ford, who took over after Richard Nixon’s resignation, and Hubert Humphrey, who was the Democratic candidate after Lyndon Johnson withdrew from the race amid low approval ratings, were both defeated, showing the difficulty of separating a candidate from an unpopular previous President of the same party. Both also faced strong primary challengers and won close contests, showing that sitting Vice Presidents, or those that assume the Presidency unelected, are unlikely to have an easy path to the nomination. Therefore, this scenario includes drivers that would be required to permit the candidate to overcome this hurdle, and does not assume that Vice President Pence would be the nominee, though this is one potential outcome within the scenario.
Looking back from January 2021:
How a non-Trump Republican was elected

2019 started out badly for the Republican Party and quickly got worse. The government shutdown was universally blamed on Trump, and the video clip of him taking credit for a shutdown in a meeting with Chuck Schumer and Nancy Pelosi was made the centrepiece for early attack ads against Republican senators up for re-election.

Things got even worse when the Mueller report came out. Trump claimed that he did not collude with Russia and was vindicated, but evidence which pointed to obstruction of justice was ultimately presented to Congress following the public release of the report and helped foster increased demand for impeachment proceedings. That may have been survivable, but recordings and emails seized from the office of his personal lawyer, Michael Cohen, and the testimony of Trump Organization CFO Allen Weisselberg revealed a long history of questionable activity by Trump and his family. The indictment of Donald Trump Jr and Ivanka Trump for breaking the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act alienated even Trump ally Senator Lindsey Graham.

In summer 2019, Republican Senators held an impromptu summit over a weekend with Trump. They convinced him to resign; the threat of impeachment hung over the discussion, but all confirm that he had done so to protect the party’s chances in 2020. US asset markets and the US dollar fell on the news, with consumer and business confidence hurt by the sense of crisis.

Immediately after the August Congressional recess, President Pence introduced a variety of new bills to pivot attention away from Trump’s resignation and solidify the Republican Party. His middle-class tax cut failed in the House, but a major infrastructure package passed with large bipartisan majorities in both houses. He also introduced a comprehensive immigration package, trading a barrier along the US Mexico border for an extension of the DACA legislation that protects those who entered the US illegally as children. While it failed in the House, Pence was able to tell voters that he had done more than most to deliver Trump’s wall, and in doing so he minimised Democratic turnout among those for whom immigration was the highest priority.

The Republican campaign was spirited, but less discordant than in 2016. Pence, governors, and senators largely advocated a similar policy vision, and all dismissed questions about Trump and the slow drip of continued revelations. By early April 2020, the nominee had become clear, and the party was able to unify around a set of policy objectives that appealed to its traditional base as well as emerging affluent voters in suburban and urban areas.

A national security event in early fall redirected part of the campaign away from domestic issues and towards foreign affairs and security policy. Pence’s return to a more traditional approach to American allies allowed the Republican nominee to capitalise on the issue of security and maintain momentum.
The election was close throughout the summer and fall. Nonetheless, the Republicans were able to celebrate on election night. The Democrats were unable to turn the narrative of the race away from the country’s rising economic performance or the recent national security event, with the Republican constantly holding rallies at new infrastructure building sites, appealing to college-educated white voters and affluent minority families. The result was narrow but decisive, vindicating the hard line held by senators the year before.

**Timeline**

---

**Signposts**

2019

APRIL – JUNE
Series of damaging revelations against Trump. These could include:
- Congressional committees release Trump’s tax returns, which raise uncomfortable questions.
- The New York State Attorney General reveals that the Trump Organization failed to conduct due diligence, frequently breaking the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.

JUNE
Trump approval rating has fallen to 35%, with fewer than 75% of Republicans approving.

JULY – AUGUST
Republican senators persuade Trump to resign.

OCTOBER 2019 – APRIL 2020
Media focuses attention on presidential race and legislative victories of President Pence. Trump largely ignored, allowing the Republican party to improve in public opinion polls.

APRIL
Republican nominee develops a policy platform which appeals to the middle and upper middle class.

SEPTEMBER
President Pence announces his re-election campaign. A small field of Republican candidates, including former Governor John Kasich, former UN Ambassador Nikki Haley and Senator Marco Rubio also announce their presidential runs.

JULY
Economy growth remains high and infrastructure spending acts as an additional stimulus, particularly in Midwestern states. Stock market performs well.

---

**SCENARIO 2**

A non-Trump Republican becomes president

This timeline outlines some of the key events that may take place leading to another Republican being elected in November 2020. While fictional, they highlight the type of issues and signposts that point to factors being favourable for a non-Trump Republican to both win the Republican nomination and win a national election.

**Impacts – Conventional calm**

If Trump were replaced by another Republican nominee, some of the current policy agenda would remain unchanged because most of the possible non-Trump Republican candidates hold similar positions. In many areas, Trump has pursed orthodox Republican policy. For example, he has endorsed ending or diluting Environmental...
Protection Agency rules and the use of fossil fuels in ways many Republican supporters in the energy sector approve. He has embraced conventional Republican scepticism about welfare programmes and about excessive federal regulation of education.

However, there are ways in which another Republican President would adopt positions that depart significantly from those of the Trump administration.

The major shifts from signature Trump policies under a successful Republican candidate are likely to be a less aggressive trade agenda and a less combative approach towards the Federal Reserve. Some tax cuts are possible in this environment and would focus on middle income households, while some infrastructure spending is possible, too.

There is likely to be a more benign global economic environment than under Trump. While there would likely be less fiscal stimulus, trade tensions would ease, which could offer comfort to corporate America, and the US would revert to a more conventional foreign policy. With this uncertainty lifted, business investment and labour hiring could continue in a moderate manner. It is also likely to reduce the prospect of a boom-bust scenario, while easing longer-term fiscal sustainability fears. The environment for the dollar and equity markets should be supportive.

If there is a recession in 2021-2024, the Fed would likely work with the government, loosening monetary policy aggressively and enacting some temporary fiscal stimulus focused more on middle income tax cuts and increases in spending. In the case of a Republican President/Democratic Congress, agreement on fiscal policy might comprise a negotiated focus on spending rather than lower taxes.

**Fiscal policy – A possible Grand Bargain**

The 2017 tax legislation was supported by the Republican Party as a whole, and the next President would probably try to enact another round of tax changes targeted at areas not included in 2017. A Democratic-controlled House of Representatives would ensure that these changes are minimal or are enacted only as part of a legislative compromise.

The idea of a ‘Grand Bargain’ on social spending and tax revenues is mentioned in Washington far more frequently than is realistic, but a Democratic House and a non-Trump Republican President in 2021 is one of the more probable combinations for bringing this about.

**Monetary policy – The Fed’s back in charge**

The new President’s move to reaffirm the independence of the Federal Reserve would be a highly visible sign of a break from Trump’s governing style, with no political costs. Such a move would be seen as a return to the political norm, and well received by the financial markets.

**Infrastructure policy –Over to the private sector**

A non-Trump Republican would be less likely to agree to, or sponsor a major infrastructure package, especially since rising deficits would constrain their willingness to spend. They may be interested in encouraging public-private partnerships and seek to encourage private investment in public works, but there would be noticeably less interest from Washington to pursue a large, federally funded, infrastructure plan.

**Health policy – Small and personal**

The 2018 midterm elections showed that efforts to repeal the Affordable Care Act are broadly unpopular. Accordingly, a Republican President would introduce a series of
smaller changes to the healthcare sector, aiming to create market-based systems to incentivise lower pharmaceutical drug costs and higher care results, or to connect government benefits to other issues, as with some states’ work requirements for Medicaid. New regulations would be required for personalised medicine, and data monitoring would become a major issue that crosses partisan divides.

**Technological regulation – A balancing act**

A Republican President would need to balance the party’s traditional preference for minimal regulation with an economic structure that encourages tech firms to monetise personal data, going against libertarian principles held by some party members. Balancing these competing interests would be the central tenet of any approach to the technology sector.

It is likely that some kind of industry self-regulation would be encouraged. Government support could be offered on cybersecurity measures, but the technology sector would be asked to create approaches that remove the need for a new privacy regulator, or for the current regulator to increase its budget and oversight. Current regulations governing internet usage are likely to remain broadly similar, meaning net neutrality will not be reinstated.

**International trade – Free trade, but Chinese rivalry still in focus**

The current trade war with China would end and the White House would take a less protectionist approach towards its discussions with China, Japan and the EU.

“A Republican President – or a President Mike Pence in 2019 or 2020 - will probably finalise the US-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA, or the new NAFTA) and seek to join the Trans-Pacific Partnership.”

“A Republican President – or a President Pence in 2019 or 2020 – would probably finalise the US-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA, or the new NAFTA) and seek to join the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement on Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP). They would also accelerate talks on the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), although the date on which that agreement will be completed is still uncertain.

A non-Trump Republican would likely return the party to its traditional stance, which is pro-free trade. Though a hard line on China could remain, A non-Trump Republican might respect, rather than deride, the scientific basis of global warming and climate change. A Republican President would likely support renewable energy more and coal less. There might also be some support for climate mitigation plans, and a carbon tax might be acceptable as a compromise in a larger bill with a Democratic House. The scientific...
basis of global warming and climate change would be respected rather than derided. However, support for the pace at which environmental regulation has been weakened during the Trump administration is likely to be maintained in public, even if the detailed aspects of deregulation are in fact taken more slowly, as this has proven popular with Republican voters.

**Foreign policy – Rebuilding coalitions, competing with China**

The largest change in policy between Trump and another Republican President would be in foreign policy. A non-Trump Republican would quickly emphasise US commitment to NATO. If Trump were succeeded by Pence, this would be done soon after Trump’s departure from office. If Trump stayed in office but did not seek re-election, it would be an area of easy distancing for the Republican nominee; allowing him or her to gain credit for a policy position which would have been adopted anyway.

US-Europe relations would partly revert back to their standing during the Obama Administration or George W. Bush’s second term. While the US and Europe would have significant differences on a variety of issues, acrimonious rhetoric would be replaced with calmer diplomatic exchanges. US policies toward Russia would also somewhat stiffen, though the existing presence of sanctions limits the degree to which new action could be taken.

Whether the United States re-enters the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action- which is intended to regulate Iran’s nuclear policy- is dependent on the actions of Iran over the next two years. However, unless the next President were to actively seek a military confrontation with Iran, it is highly likely that the US could re-join JCPOA as part of a broader rapprochement with Europe. Any move to do so would, however, be unpopular with some in the Republican-led Senate.

One likely trend is that the United States continues its shift towards viewing China as its main global competitor. The probability of an armed conflict remains low, due to the nuclear deterrent. But competing with China’s power could be the conceptual underpinning of a Republican President’s foreign policy to a greater extent than under the Trump Administration, which has taken a more transactional view of international affairs.

A different Republican President may encourage Europe to join a global array of countries pushing back on Chinese plans to expand its influence, particularly in raising the barriers of entry for Chinese technology firms operating in Europe. Such a President would aim to evoke a shared sense of concern among European allies about Chinese technological influence and potential imitation of western technology. He or she would also focus on growing Chinese investment and influence on smaller, former communist Eastern European states, seeking to replace that line of income with European funds. Many European leaders recognise that these issues are of concern but have lacked a diplomatic engagement from the US to address them.
A non-Trump Republican and a Republican-controlled Congress

The Congressional Republican caucus would likely be strengthened in this situation, with its tendencies, particularly on foreign policy, healthcare and international trade, more reflected in the positions taken by the White House.

The US would take a more traditional approach to American involvement in the Middle East, and would likely seek to push back against Russian and Chinese interests in the Middle East and Africa, respectively. American allies that have also broken international norms, such as Saudi Arabia, would also face greater scrutiny.

The size of the federal deficit would return as a major policy issue, with fiscal conservatives likely to push for a reduction in overall discretionary spending to finance additional middle class tax cuts. Some budget areas would be secure, with military spending increasing as a percentage of the federal budget as other areas of discretionary spending are minimised. Another attempt at dismantling the Affordable Care Act could also take place.
Scenario 3: Consensus Builders Emerge
Centrist Democrat elected

Main candidates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Candidate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California Senator</td>
<td>Kamala Harris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Representative</td>
<td>Beto O’Rourke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey Senator</td>
<td>Cory Booker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former Vice President</td>
<td>Joe Biden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Senator</td>
<td>Kirsten Gillibrand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Governor</td>
<td>John Hickenlooper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana Governor</td>
<td>Steve Bullock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota Senator</td>
<td>Amy Klobuchar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Governor</td>
<td>Jay Inslee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While primary politics naturally favour more radical candidates or those closely aligned with party grassroots members, the desire to regain the White House in 2020 could spur Democratic activists into supporting a more centrist candidate that would have national appeal, even if certain policy positions are unpalatable.

This scenario therefore rests on the ability of a centrist candidate to emerge from the Democratic primary relatively unscathed, and without having to ‘re-invent’ themselves during contests in early states such as Iowa and New Hampshire. A centrist candidate that could do this would be in the strongest position to win the election, as Democrats maintain a generic ballot advantage over Republicans nationally.

This section, and the corresponding ones for each scenario, are meant to illustrate a hypothetical series of events that may play out and lead to the scenario outcome. This is not to deny that there are many paths which could play out in each case.

Looking back from January 2021: How a centrist Democrat was elected

The early, bulging field of Democratic candidates was dominated by populist voices, and debates in 2019 involved passionate arguments over which healthcare plan was best and how to control corporate power.

While the Democratic candidates were out campaigning in Iowa and New Hampshire, Trump saw his approval ratings fall due to additional public scandals involving members of his Administration as well as the 2019 shutdown of the federal government and feuds with Republican senators who he felt were not doing enough to advance his agenda. The in-party fighting escalated to the point where Trump appeared at a rally with Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell’s primary opponent in the fall of 2019. Prominent Republicans mulled running against him as an independent candidate in the Presidential election, though no real challenge materialised.

Against this backdrop, the eventual Democratic nominee touted their government experience and electability when speaking to primary audiences, highlighting the need for Democrats to win independent voters in swing states and to avoid being labelled as a ‘socialist’ by Trump. The nominee also claimed to be best positioned to attract traditional Democratic voters and suburbanites who might otherwise vote Republican.
The Democratic voters responded positively to this message, and the candidate slowly gained media attention ahead of the Iowa caucus.

And it was Iowa that set the tone for the nomination. The populist candidates divided their support and saw the centrist emerge as the winner, as larger-than-normal voter turnout included traditionally independent voters and those new to primary politics. Momentum built through New Hampshire, where a third-place finish behind Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren -- who represent neighbouring states -- allowed them to consolidate the centrist vote moving into South Carolina. The remaining few centrists dropped out and endorsed the frontrunner following that contest.

After Super Tuesday, the centrist candidate’s lead was sufficient to attract donations and endorsements from across the country. With Trump winning the nomination easily on the Republican side, and significant pressure from major donors for the candidates to run a positive campaign, the Democratic candidates agreed not to go negative against each other, so as to preserve the popularity of the eventual winner. Not all candidates complied, and there were still frequent attacks on the frontrunner from some corners, but the overall effect was to lock in the early lead of the centrist candidate, and by the time the last states had voted, the eventual nominee had just under 50% of the delegates. Populist candidates pledged not to force a brokered convention in exchange for a populist Vice Presidential candidate, and the nomination was sealed amid pledges of party unity.

The economy muddled through 2020. Trade protectionism headwinds hurt business sentiment, leading to a slowdown in hiring and investment while stock markets were soft. The economic debates on income inequality and healthcare intensified. Continuing Republican-led attempts to repeal Obamacare played poorly with suburban voters and blue-collar workers in key Midwestern states, damaging Trump’s support with his base. The lasting impacts of the 2019 federal shutdown and the economic damage caused by the still-unresolved trade conflict with China damaged Trump’s image as a ‘deal maker’ and a foreign policy success, forcing Trump to campaign on his 2017 tax package and appointment of conservative jurists.

“A major hurricane hit South Florida in early October which commanded national attention for a week and highlighted the issue of climate change. Public criticism of Trump’s handling of previous environmental disasters, such as Hurricane Maria in 2017, allowed the Democratic nominee to capitalise on the issue, and generate additional support in a key swing state. Come election night, the Democratic ticket commanded a stable lead in swing state polls and the result was the one that had been predicted in previous weeks.”
The Democratic Party platform is largely unified but priorities differ

Adoption of policies assumes that Democrats retain the House and some Republicans back legislation

The Democratic Party platform is largely unified in terms of the general direction it wants to take the country and the topics that matter most. However, there is considerable variation among its members about the exact policy within each topic, and upon the ranking of its priorities.

The policies identified below enjoy broad support across the party and are thus more likely to be championed by a centrist candidate. Adoption of these policies assumes that Democrats will retain control of the House, and that the presence of Republican Senators in some swing states will allow legislation to pass through Congress.

Timeline

This timeline outlines some of the key events that may take place leading to a centrist Democratic candidate winning their party’s nomination and being elected in November 2020.

Although fictional, the events mentioned highlight the type of issues and signposts that point to factors being favourable for a centrist Democratic candidate to both win the Democratic Party nomination and a national election.

Economic performance
- Steady

Signposts
- Economic performance
- Steady

Adoption of policies assumes that Democrats retain the House and some Republicans back legislation

Impacts- Seeking a Grand Bargain?

The Democratic Party platform is largely unified in terms of the general direction it wants to take the country and the topics that matter most. However, there is considerable variation among its members about the exact policy within each topic, and upon the ranking of its priorities.

The policies identified below enjoy broad support across the party and are thus more likely to be championed by a centrist candidate. Adoption of these policies assumes that Democrats will retain control of the House, and that the presence of Republican Senators in some swing states will allow legislation to pass through Congress.
There may be scope for a “grand bargain” under this scenario. Middle income tax cuts would remain possible while some modest infrastructure spending could be approved. Trade tensions would probably ease and there could be agreement on a less strict immigration policy. Fears about fiscal sustainability might ebb and could be a positive story for Treasury securities and the dollar. This scenario is supportive for equities coming from a position of weakness.

Indeed, the risk of recession is likely higher in this scenario since a weaker economy would probably be a key factor behind a Democratic victory. The reaction to a recession would likely be similar to the Non-Trump Republican scenario. The Federal Reserve and government would likely work together but the onus would be on the Fed to react initially. Agreement could take time to materialise on the fiscal side, given the split between the White House and Congress, and there would probably be more focus on spending than tax cuts.

Fiscal policy – Less expensive and expansive
The first fight of the new Democratic House majority in 2019 was over the inclusion of the Pay As You Go Rule (PAYGO), which is intended to block new spending without commensurate rises in taxes or cuts to other spending (Republicans used a waiver in 2017 to pass their tax package).

The fight indicates what a Democratic Congress would prioritise for deficit financing. Rep. Tim Ryan, a moderate, and Rep. Ro Khanna, a progressive, have both identified healthcare, infrastructure and education, as issues where they would support the federal government running deficits to enact their policy agenda. On education, this would be likely to include more federal funding for students to attend vocational schools or colleges, and subsidies or relief for student debt. It remains unclear if deficit financing for a ‘Green New Deal’ (discussed further below) would be sought, though it would likely be incorporated into infrastructure policy under federal programmes.

If a centrist were elected, the policies put forth would probably be less expensive and less expansive than those proposed by a populist Democrat, including in the area of climate change. This would mean smaller budget deficits are likely to be sought, suggesting more compromise with fiscal conservatives within the party. PAYGO would also likely stay in place to appease that faction of the Congressional caucus. Taxes on the wealthy would rise to previous levels, but no universal basic income would be introduced, at least during the first two years in office, due to its high cost and uncertain economic benefits.

Monetary policy – Non-interventionist
A centrist Democratic President would be less likely to publicly interfere with the Federal Reserve or to comment on its policy decisions other than to underline the importance of a politically independent Fed.

Infrastructure policy – A major package, partly deficit-financed
A centrist Democratic President would likely introduce a major infrastructure package early in 2021, similar in scale to Clinton’s proposed $275 billion plan in 2016. However, that plan was funded in part by a corporate tax repatriation scheme which was addressed in the 2017 tax legislation. This would require more deficit spending, help from state governments or money from federal loans. Because infrastructure usually has a positive multiplier – S&P estimates that there is $1.30 in economic growth for each $1.00 of infrastructure spending – this initiative may not be vulnerable within the party.
to the charge of fiscal irresponsibility, although fiscal hawks in the Republican Party would resist.

**Technological regulation – Curbing Big Tech on privacy and dominance**

Internet regulation, data privacy, artificial intelligence, and tech monopolies would attract considerable attention from the Executive Branch and Congress.

Most likely, data privacy laws would be expanded and penalties on data loss could be imposed on companies which do not adequately protect data. There would probably be at least one high-profile case of a company forced into bankruptcy due to lax privacy protections. Enhanced regulatory oversight of technology firms would be used to compensate for a lack of anti-trust activity against tech monopolies like Facebook and Amazon.

While they could balk at breaking up monopolies, new tech acquisitions could potentially be thwarted. Such an approach would not be unpopular with the general public but would be resisted both by Wall Street and the tech industry. The initial reaction in the financial markets might also be negative, although this could be mitigated if action were also taken to defend US tech companies from Chinese competition.

Applications using Artificial Intelligence would be regulated to ensure that they are not discriminatory against specific parts of society, and the Department of Justice would pursue such cases.

Net Neutrality would likely be reinstated, reverting to Obama-era regulation for the internet. We could also see a rapprochement with the EU that facilitates a joint policy with regard to China’s tech strategy.

**Climate and Energy – A Green New Deal to boost renewables**

If Democrats are in power, they would embrace sweeping changes designed to address climate change and implement a carbon tax, most likely labelling this climate change legislation as a ‘Green New Deal’. Renewable energy would gain subsidies, restrictions on fossil fuels would be implemented, funds would be made available for states and cities to enact mitigation and adaptation plans, and the US would re-join the Paris Agreement.

A centrist Democrat is likely to support renewable energy platforms through government subsidies or research and development grants. Lower levels of government, such as states and cities, would also be incentivised to adopt climate mitigation and adaptation strategies. Any programme put forth by a centrist Democratic leader would be geared towards more immediate and readily achievable goals, operating under a time frame of no more than 10 years.

**Foreign policy – Reversing Trump’s moves**

The basic structure of a Democratic foreign policy strategy would be engagement with international institutions to confront problems that require a concerted effort. Climate change and international tax avoidance would be among the highest priorities. Security challenges, such as Russia, would most likely be secondary, though (non-financial) American support for NATO would increase.

A centrist Democratic President elected in 2020 is likely to have a more active stance on foreign policy intervention, akin to positions seen under President Obama. This will see the US maintain troops in Afghanistan, and the continued use of counterterror drone operations when needed. The military’s budget would, however, be held constant.

A centrist Democratic President would likely increase sanctions on Russia, in part as a result of actions during the 2016 campaign. Support for Saudi Arabia would drop precipitously – especially for operations in Yemen if that conflict were to persist, aligning
the White House with Congress, which has already condemned the conflict. Israel has also become a partisan issue in US politics, with a growing share of Democrats more sympathetic to Palestinians than to the Israeli government. While it is unlikely that military aid to Israel would be eliminated, diplomatic pressure would be brought to bear against settlements. A change in the location of the US embassy back to Tel Aviv from Jerusalem might also occur.

**Healthcare – Public options and cheaper drugs**
A centrist Democrat would likely seek to expand healthcare by allowing a “buy-in” plan or public option to Medicare or Medicaid. This would minimise disruption to the existing healthcare system while shifting towards a publicly-run system. Along with allowing the government to bargain for prescription drugs, this would reduce healthcare expenditures by $58 billion per year, according to one analysis from 2010. Insurance companies and pharmaceutical companies would see their profits shrink dramatically.

**International trade – Re-engagement**
Trade protectionism would be reined in but not reversed. The US would join the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP), perhaps with some changes for more environmental and worker protections. However, the greatest shift would come from a larger sense of re-engagement with global institutions and ending most of the overt trade conflicts.

## Centrist Democrat elected with Democrat-controlled Congress
Tax cuts are less likely in this scenario but there could be a decent-sized infrastructure plan. Given that this would raise the productive capacity of the US economy, there would be a limited impact on the cost of government borrowing despite higher near-term deficits.

Trade protectionism could be reined in, but not completely reversed. Nonetheless, we will see the US more actively engaged in global affairs with a decent environment for medium-term US growth and the dollar, notwithstanding the fact that a weaker economy would likely be a key factor that led to Democrats winning a clean sweep at the election.

In the event of recession, the response would include fiscal stimulus focused on lower income tax cuts/support with more emphasis on government spending, particularly getting people to work on infrastructure plans. The Federal Reserve would cut rates and extend quantitative easing (QE).
Scenario 4: A New New Deal
Populist Democrat elected

Main candidates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Candidate</th>
<th>Party</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts Senator</td>
<td>Elizabeth Warren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont Senator</td>
<td>Bernie Sanders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayor of South Bend</td>
<td>Peter Buttigieg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned above, this scenario focuses on the potential for a populist Democratic candidate to be elected. Separate from a progressive candidate, which is someone who favours left-leaning policy choices, a populist Democratic nominee is one who favours more immediate and sweeping changes to the system than the incremental change favoured by centrists, and is grounded in activist-centric politics outside of party power structures. Many Democratic candidates in the 2020 election describe themselves or their policies as progressive, but relatively few inhabit the role of populist, with Senators Elizabeth Warren and Bernie Sanders and South Bend Mayor Pete Buttigieg the only three major candidates to do so. As mentioned previously, while unlikely, given the nature of populist politics, the potential also exists for another populist Democratic candidate to emerge prior to the election.

A populist would be favoured to win in a narrow primary contest where his or her support from grassroots organisations would carry the most weight. This advantage in the traditional primary system does not, however, carry over to a national election, where a populist candidate may find themselves too far outside of the political mainstream in many states, leading to a similar electoral outcome to 2016. This scenario therefore rests on a populist Democrat being able to secure the party nomination, while also being able to dominate the national narrative surrounding the election, forcing it to be about traditional issues for either party.

The election of a populist Democrat is also predicated on the electorate’s desire for change. If the status quo is popular with most Americans, a populist will struggle to make the case for a major shift in direction. Poor economic performance, or exceedingly low approval ratings for Trump (below 30%) would be signs that the electorate could be amenable to a populist Democrat.

Looking back from January 2021:
How a populist Democrat was elected

The race shifted dramatically in mid-2019 when Trump resigned unexpectedly. Immediately, the Democratic candidates were forced to re-evaluate their electoral strategies. The electability argument was turned on its head, as moderate suburbanites were replaced by voters who had earlier switched from Obama to Trump as the key demographic that would determine the election. Centrist candidates who had been touting a new map based around victories in previously Republican states of Georgia and Arizona lost ground among donors to populists who pledged to run a supercharged version of Obama’s 2012 message against Romney, reuniting his coalition and retaking the Midwest. Their arguments gained credence when Romney announced his candidacy.
and quickly became a heavy favourite for the Republican nomination over the newly appointed President Pence.

The Democratic race was focused largely on social issues during the primary, and steady inroads were made by a few populists as the global economy worsened and another wave of scandals by major technology companies were reported in the media. The economy continued to lose momentum and together with the ongoing trade wars resulted in the stock market falling heavily. The working class, including poorer white voters who previously supported President Trump, became a key demographic for these populist candidates.

Plunging business confidence hit the labour market hard with unemployment starting to rise and wage growth stalled. Households grew increasingly cautious, pulling back on discretionary spending, while the housing market downturn accelerated.

Populist Democrats argued that the country was hungry for change and those who had been talking about drastic change for the entire campaign saw their credibility enhanced among primary voters.

The echoes of 2008 grew after the nomination, when the Republican candidate tried to unify the party with a pro-Trump Vice Presidential candidate. Democrats tied their opponents to the unpopular Trump and to worries about a recession which seemed to be looming. The question that ran on advertisements played on the famous Reagan line of, “Are you better off than you were four years ago?”. They asked voters “Who is better off than four years ago?” with images of record corporate profits, the 2017 tax cut, and stories of workers’ stagnant wages. The tactic was effective. Instead of highlighting their tax package and the state of the economy, the Republican nominee was forced to pivot to cultural and social issues, which did not have the same impact as in 2016, or to debate economic policies, which played into the Democrats’ desired game plan.

The polls had gyrated dramatically over the campaign, and the predictions spanned the gamut from landslide Democratic win to comfortable Republican victory because analysts were unable to confidently predict turnout among white voters without college degrees. The result was a narrow Democratic victory.
Timeline

**SCENARIO 4**

A **POPULIST DEMOCRAT** in the White House

This timeline outlines some of the key events that may take place leading to a populist Democratic candidate winning their party’s nomination and being elected in November 2020.

Although fictional, the events mentioned highlight the type of issues and signposts that point to factors being favourable for a populist Democratic candidate to both win the Democratic Party nomination and a national election.

---

**August**
- Final Democratic field emerges with only a few populist candidates

**September**
- After Trump decides to run for re-election, an establishment Republican with conservative economic views takes the lead for the nomination

**December**
- Preliminary debates conclude, with most candidates speaking favourably of populist policies.

**February**
- Voter turnout in Iowa and New Hampshire is small, allowing the voices of populist voters to be magnified

**March 3**
- Populist candidate performs well on Super Tuesday, emerging with a high delegate count

**September – October**
- Poor economic news centers on the manufacturing sector as Midwestern states show rising unemployment rates

---

**Grey Swan events**
Low probability, high impact events that can lead to the scenario outcome:

- Trump tax returns are released to show evidence of decades of tax avoidance.
- Congressional oversight committees find excessive corruption in Trump administration and unethical influence from lobbyists.
- At a debate, a leading populist attempts to copy the populist policy agenda but mixes up simple forms and is exposed for lack of knowledge / competence.
- House of Representatives pass a Green New Deal

---

**Source:** ING, Oxford Analytica
Impacts – Gridlock?

With the Senate controlled by Republicans, there is a risk of gridlock. Republicans could use the narrative of fiscal prudence to push back on Democratic plans. However, with the economy likely in recession, they could acquiesce and allow some infrastructure spending to go through, though major tax rises for corporations would be blocked by the Senate. Republicans would also oppose a wealth tax or at least try to minimise it.

Markets and the dollar may initially rally on the fiscal stimulus to combat economic weakness, but there could well be a sense of nervousness about the longer-term implications of a ‘tax and spend’ and generally more interventionist President.

“...the Federal Reserve would need to step in.”

Given the economic backdrop and the desire for ‘change’, this is the most economically uncertain scenario. If a steep fall in economic output and job losses fails to unify both sides of the political spectrum... the Federal Reserve would need to step in with a more aggressive response that includes rate cuts and quantitative easing. The dollar would fall, and equities would suffer.

Monetary policy – Challenging the Fed’s mandate

Given the strained economic environment, the new President could take an interventionist approach towards the Federal Reserve to encourage even more policy easing while also talking down dollar. This could involve a formal change to the Fed’s mandate either to raise the longer-term inflation target from the current 2% or even include a formal target for employment. In ‘normal’ times, financial markets would penalise such action, but in a weak economic situation, this could actually provide a boost to US financial market sentiment.

Fiscal policy – Redistributive taxes and spend, spend, spend

Populist Democrats could push to eliminate PAYGO, although they would argue that their policies of expanding government funding for healthcare and infrastructure are investments that would reduce future deficits. Once the economy is on a stronger footing we could see more momentum for tax increases on corporations or high earning households to fund additional expenditure on social welfare programmes.

A populist Democrat could also embrace modern monetary theory (MMT), which downplays the importance of balancing budgets, so would be more open to a host of packages that lead to higher deficits, including a fiscally expansive “Green New Deal”. Such a programme would demand significant federal investment, while also having a redistributive effect towards working class voters in the form of a national living wage, free higher education, and universal healthcare.

The costs of this are hard to foreseee. Some estimates go as high as $93 trillion over the next decade in its most extreme form, but there are caveats. Moreover, the costs of such a programme, including upgrading all existing buildings in the US, upgrading power grids and meeting 100% of US power demand through “clean, renewable and zero emission energy sources”, have to be set against the potential economic and social costs of global warming and pollution.  

While the private sector would be expected to contribute, most of the burden would fall on the government. A large fiscally expansionary budget would thus be a near certainty

---

New Medicare plan would cover 100% of the population and include government-regulated pricing structures. Inflation is reduced but healthcare stocks take a hit.

Healthcare – Medicare, and cheap drugs, for all
A populist would seek to implement Medicare for All; considerable legislative debate could then ensue about the logistics, but the direction of the plan would be for 100% coverage of the population and government-regulated pricing structures. This would lead to faster reductions in drug prices and healthcare costs, which could materially reduce the overall rate of inflation. However, the disruption to health markets could lead to unintended consequences throughout the health industry, and a fall in the value of this sector in the stock market.

Technological regulation – Big squeeze on Big Tech
A populist Democrat could seek to break up tech monopolies and increase the real tax burden on these firms. There would be major legislation regarding data privacy, which could allow consumers to ‘lease’ their data, creating a new industry. Competition with Chinese tech firms and concerns that US workers are vulnerable to job losses from intellectual property theft could lead to executive actions that contribute to a bifurcated global technological market, with negative effects on trade, investment and the financial markets. A populist Democrat, might, however, seek to support US technology with increased federal funding for investment, which would boost investor confidence in the sector.

International trade – Job-focused protectionism
A populist would be less likely to join existing trade deals, or negotiate new ones, but could seek to renegotiate existing arrangements if provisions for workers’ rights and environmental protection were strengthened. They may join the Trans-Pacific Partnership but only after a year or two of negotiating. A trade deal with Europe is more likely, since the EU does not pose the same fear of undercutting wages. A harder line against countries seen to be undercutting US labour in terms of wages or conditions would be expected. Countries such as Ireland, which offer low corporate income tax rates and where significant overseas holdings of US corporations are located, would also face additional scrutiny.

A populist Democrat is likely to be opposed to some of the policies advocated by the US corporate community, which are also opposed by many Europeans - perhaps increasing the chances of a new Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) to pass on both sides of the Atlantic.

Climate and energy – Strong support for the Green New Deal
A “Green New Deal” aimed at making America carbon neutral would see major public financing of climate strategies. This would likely encompass an infrastructure package, energy regulations, increased funding for scientific research, and legislation targeting economic inequality. It would also be one of the major foreign policy priorities of the new administration, with an expanded Paris Agreement being one of the first tasks for the new Secretary of State. Increased taxation on corporations to fund this fiscally expansive programme would be expected, as would higher income taxes on both wealthy and upper-middle class earners.

As part of this redistribution, a carbon tax would most certainly be implemented, even in the face of Republican opposition in Congress. This would add to headline inflation, although the effect would depend on whether the proceeds were used to reduce other consumption taxes (which might be targeted at items consumed by the middle and lower-middle class).
Foreign policy – Economically driven

A populist Democrat would place economic issues at the centre of a foreign policy agenda; ending tax havens would be one of the primary goals of the new Administration. This would require the cooperation of European allies in the fight against tax avoidance. Russia could be framed as less of a hostile nation than a source of laundered funds; cooperation with Moscow is possible if a global fight against capital flight is in the interests of Putin or his successor.

Populist Democrat elected with Democrat-controlled Congress

Given the sweeping political shifts that would likely accompany a populist Democratic candidate to the White House, this scenario has a higher potential of also having a Democratic-controlled Congress compared to if a centrist Democrat is elected.

With Congressional Democrats keener to support the President’s initial stimulus efforts, there is the prospect of a swifter economic recovery. The stimulus would be concentrated on spending increases with little prospect of tax cuts other than for low income households. Changes to the Federal Reserve’s mandate would also be more probable and aggressive rhetoric to weaken the dollar is also likely.

Longer term, a populist Democrat with Democrat Congress may mean higher fiscal deficits for longer than markets would like. This is unlikely to be good for the dollar or for Treasuries, especially if Federal Reserve monetary policy is perceived to be loose given any changes to its mandate. Corporate America could become more nervous about taxation policy and a more interventionist government, with US equity markets suffering as a consequence. Wealth taxes could be introduced, leading to outflows from US assets. Investment more broadly into America could also suffer while trade tensions could return as the President seeks to protect US workers from cheap competition.

Alternatively, if the Fed reasserted its independence, it could swiftly normalise monetary policy, giving the dollar a boost.

Stimulus measures suggest a swifter economic recovery

But longer term, higher fiscal deficits are likely, which would be bad for the dollar and Treasuries

Ending tax havens would be a primary goal

Alternatively, if the Federal Reserve decides to push back against the President and reassert its independence, it could be more inclined to swiftly normalise monetary policy in the upturn. Historically, this is a positive USD environment, though given the negatives already mentioned regarding interventionism, the dollar's performance may be more nuanced.
Conclusion

President Trump has ripped up the rule book. His blend of identity politics and transactional policy-making will have lasting effects regardless of the outcome of the election in 2020.

In this report, we have identified four key scenarios: Trump is re-elected, Trump leaves the race and another Republican candidate triumphs, a centrist Democrat is elected or a populist Democrat emerges victorious. As we have shown, the consequences for the economy and markets could be profoundly different.

Should President Trump win, we see a potential boom-bust scenario, particularly if Republicans also win control of Congress. While additional fiscal stimulus could fuel an initial boost, this would likely be cut short by substantial monetary tightening from the Federal Reserve.

Were another Republican to replace him, less confrontational international relations and a more fiscally-conservative stance would likely lead to a less volatile economic and market performance.

In our view, a victory for Democrats would partly stem from a weaker pre-election economy, creating pressure for a policy stimulus from the incoming Administration. Under a centrist Democrat, equity markets and the dollar would likely be weak initially before moving into recovery mode, with interest rates held in check by subdued inflation.

If the economy were to see a more prolonged and significant period of weakness prior to the election, the odds of a populist Democrat winning the White House shorten, particularly given their likely platform of aggressive fiscal stimulus. Pressure would also mount on the Federal Reserve to respond aggressively, especially if its mandate is changed to focus increasingly on employment. Massive stimulus would lift the economy, but trade protectionism, higher wealth, income and corporate taxes, and market interventions could pose challenges to the financial markets.

Our scenarios highlight the high stakes involved in the 2020 election. Since there is time for many surprises along the way, we will be watching closely to update and calibrate our assessments. The disruptions triggered by the Trump Presidency are far from over.
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